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Why Myers? David Myers has become the world’s best-selling introductory psychology author
by serving the needs of instructors and students so well. Each Myers textbook offers an
impeccable combination of up-to-date research, well-crafted pedagogy, and effective media
and supplements. Most of all, each Myers text demonstrates why this author’s style works so
well for students, with his signature compassionate, companionable voice, and superb
judgment about how to communicate the science of psychology and its human impact. Why
Modules? This modules-based version of Myers’ best-selling, full-length text, Psychology
(breaking down that book’s 16 chapters into 59 short modules) is yet another example of the
author’s ability to understand what works in the classroom. It comes from Myers’ experiences
with students who strongly prefer textbooks divided into briefer segments instead of lengthier
chapters, and with instructors who appreciate the flexibility offered by the modular format.
Modular organization presents material in smaller segments. Students can easily read any
module in a single sitting. Self-standing modules. Instructors can assign modules in their own
preferred order. The modules make no assumptions about what students have previously read.
Illustrations and key terms are repeated as needed. This modular organization of short, standalone text units enhances teacher flexibility. Instead of assigning the entire Sensation and
Perception chapter, instructors can assign the module on vision, the module on hearing, and/or
the module on the other senses in whatever order they choose. Watch our new videos from
David Myers here, including our animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by David
Myers.
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Gay marriage has become the most important domestic social issue facing twenty-first-century
Americans -- particularly Americans of faith. Most Christians are pro-marriage and hold
traditional family values, but should they endorse extending marriage rights to gays and
lesbians? If Jesus enjoined us to love our neighbors as ourselves, and the homosexual is our
neighbor, does that mean we should accept and bless gay marriages? These and other,
related questions are tearing many faith-based communities apart. Across the country, states
have voted, courts have debated, and churches have divided over the legitimacy of same-sex
marriage. Amid the uproar one perspective is decidedly missing: that of thoughtful, promarriage Christians who, informed by their faith, are struggling to make sense of this issue.
What God Has Joined Together? is an effort to bridge the divide between marriage-supporting
and gay-supporting people of faith by showing why both sides have important things to say and
showing how both sides can coexist. Drawing on scientific research as well as on the Bible, the
authors explain that marriage is emotionally, physically, financially, and spiritually beneficial for
everyone, not just heterosexuals. They debunk myths about sexual orientation, assess claims
of sexual reorientation, and explore what the Bible does and does not say about same-sex
relationships. The book ends with a persuasive case for gay marriage and outlines how this
can be a win-win solution for all.
The Indian adaptation of the 9th edition of this book on social psychology provides broad
insights in to the culture, traditions and contexts of Indian society while explaining the various
concepts of social behavior. The strength of this adapted edition is to actively engage the
students by including real-life examples in Indian context along with the empirical Indian
researches which are comparable with the vast in-depth scientific study of the various social
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psychological concepts. Features1. The book includes Indian case studies, data and
researches so as to bring clarity about the causes, consequences and control of different
social problems in the Indian scenario 2. To facilitate better learning and understanding, the
book contains review questions, ‘Try It!’ exercises and knowledge testing through multiplechoice questions 3. These are retained in the adaptation with a few modifications in the Indian
context. Last but not the least, this adaptation book is a dynamic introduction to the science,
relevance and applications of social psychology in the Indian context 4.
"We cast social psychology in the intellectual tradition of the liberal arts. By the teaching of
great literature, philosophy, and science, liberal arts education seeks to expand our awareness
and to liberate us from the confines of the present. By focusing on humanly significant issues,
we aim to offer social psychology's big ideas and findings to pre-professional psychology
students, and to do so in ways that stimulate all students. And with close-up looks at how the
game is played-at the varied research tools that reveal the workings of our social nature-we
hope to enable students to think smarter"-This modules-based version of Myers’ Exploring Psychology breaks down the book’s 15
chapters into 43 short modules. Myers was inspired to create this text by the memory research
in “chunking” (showing that shorter reading assignments are more effectively absorbed than
longer ones), as well as by numerous students and instructors who expressed a strong
preference for textbooks with more, shorter chapters. Each self-standing module can be read
in a single sitting, and instructors can assign any combination of modules, in any order they
want. DSM 5 Updates Available for Fall 2014 classes, this update version features new content
from David Myers in response to the release of the DSM-5. This new content is integrated into
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the text without changing pagination or the structure of the chapters. A special DSM 5
Supplement by the David Myers is available for Fall 2013 and Spring and Summer 2014
courses. View the Page-Referenced Guide to the DSM-5 updates for Exploring Psychology in
Modules.

Identifies the major ideas that college and university students will encounter in a basic
psychology course and explores connections with Christian belief.
Longtime Myers collaborator Richard Straub provides an updated study guide for the
new edition.
An introduction to psychology course. The author's updating and integrated use of the
SQ3R learning system (Survey, Question, Read, Rehearse, Review) help to make the
text accessible. A comprehensive supplements package is available to help both
students and instructors.
This nineth modular edition of David G. Myers' 'Psychology' includes expanded
coverage of the most recent developments in the dynamic fields of cognitive science,
neuroscience, cultural and gender diversity, and industrial/organisational psychology.
This book offers an accessible and broadly conceived introduction to social psychology.
Written in a lucid and lively style, it assumes no prior knowledge of the field, and is the
ideal textbook to get students thinking about the subject. The volume covers the main
issues of social psychology - as well as many classic studies - such as self and
personality, interpersonal relations, language and communication, altruism and
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aggression, group processes, attitudes, and intergroup relations. What sets this book
apart is its coverage of less orthodox topics which are often neglected in introductions
of this kind. These areas include emotions, social and moral development, social
representations, health and illness, employment and unemployment, and the
implications of these fields for social policy. The result is an unusually rich and wideranging presentation of social psychology, drawing together a deliberately varied range
of methodology and theory. The currently dominant cognitive and psychological
approach to social psychology receives systematic consideration in a number of
chapters, but its focus on individuals and face-to-face interaction is continually related
to broader social concerns and contexts. This is achieved through the use of crosscultural and historical comparisons, together with an awareness of the contributions that
can be made by related social sciences. The authors aim to show that social
psychology illuminates the whole of social life, including everyday issues faced by all of
us. Please visit the accompanying website at: http://www.polity.co.uk/socialpsychology

Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides readers in the study of social
thinking, social influence, and social relations. This edition emphasises social
psychology's applications to both work and life, and uses vignettes to emphasise
the relevance of social psychology research.
From its beginnings to this remarkably fresh and current new edition, Myers and
DeWall's Psychology has found extraordinarily effective ways to involve students
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with the remarkable research underlying our understanding of human behavior.
But while the content and learning support evolves edition after edition, the text
itself continues to be shaped by basic goals David Myers established at the
outset, including to connect students to high-impact research, to focus on
developing critical thinking skills, and to present a multicultural perspective on
psychology, so students can see themselves in the context of a wider world. This
new edition offers 2100 research citations dated 2015-2020, making these the
most up-to-date introductory psychology course resources available. With so
many exciting new findings, and every chapter updated with current new
examples and ideas, students will see the importance and value of psychological
research, and how psychology can help them make sense of the world around
them. The abundant, high quality teaching and learning resources in LaunchPad
and in Achieve Read & Practice, carefully matched to the text content, help
students succeed, while making life easier and more enjoyable for instructors.
The new edition of Exploring Psychology in Modules offers outstanding currency
on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology. Myers and DeWall inspire
students with fascinating findings and applications, effective new study tools and
technologies, and a compassionate and compelling storytelling voice.
With every carefully revised, meticulously updated edition, Psychology by David
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Myers and Nathan DeWall continues to be the best-selling introductory
psychology program. And students don't just use it--they love it. How do we
know? They tell us. Students regularly contact the authors with feedback and
appreciation for producing a text that is both enlightening and engaging. With wit
and humor, and through poignant personal stories, Drs. Myers and DeWall lead
you on an exciting journey through psychological science.
Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides readers in the study of social
thinking, social influence, and social relations. It emphasises social psychology's
applications to both work and life, and uses vignettes to emphasise the relevance
of social psychology research.
In this edition, the author once again weaves an inviting and compelling narrative that
speaks to ALL of your students regardless of background or intended major. And with
Connect Social Psychology and LearnSmart, students are able to create a personalized
learning plan helping them be more efficient and effective learners. With LearnSmart,
students know what they know and master what they don't know and faculty are able to
move to more in-depth classroom discussions. Through examples and applications as
well as marginal quotations from across the breadth of the liberal arts and sciences,
Myers draws students into the field of social psychology. At the same time, Myers is
also in tune with the ever-changing state of social psychology research. Research
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Close-Up and Inside Story features throughout the book provide deeper exposure to
key research and researchers. Marginal quotations, examples and applications
throughout each chapter, and the concluding Applying Social Psychology chapters all
ensure that regardless of your students' interests and future plans, Social Psychology
will engage them.
Thus begins market-leading author David Myers’ discussion of developmental
psychology in Unit 9 of his new Myers’ Psychology for AP® Second Edition. With an
undeniable gift for writing, Dr. Myers will lead your students on a guided tour of
psychological science and poignant personal stories. Dr. Myers teaches, illuminates,
and inspires. Four years ago, we published this ground-breaking text which is
correlated directly to the AP® course. Today, we build on that innovation and proudly
introduce the 2nd AP® Edition. Whether you are new to AP® psychology or have many
years under your belt, this uniquely AP® book program can help you achieve more.
Some 28 million people in America and 350 million people worldwide live with hearing
loss. How do these people and their families cope? What are their experiences of pain,
humor, and hope? What support do medicine and technology now offer them, and what
is on the horizon? In this engaging and practical book, David Myers, who has himself
suffered gradual hearing loss, explores the problems faced by the hard of hearing at
home and at work and provides information on the new technology and groundbreaking
surgical procedures that are available. Drawing on both his own experiences and his
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expertise as a social psychologist, Myers recounts how he has coped with hearing loss
and how he has incorporated technological aids into his life. The family and friends of
the hard of hearing also face adjustments. Myers addresses their situation and provides
advice for them on how best to alert loved ones to a hearing problem, persuade them to
seek assistance, and encourage them to adjust to and use hearing aids.
"This is a book I (David) secretly wanted to write. I have long believed that what is
wrong with all psychology textbooks (including those I have written) is their overlong
chapters. Few can read a 40-page chapter in a single sitting without their eyes glazing
and their mind wandering. So why not organize the discipline into digestible chunks-say
forty 15-page chapters rather than fifteen 40-page chapters-that a student could read in
a sitting, with a sense of completion? Thus, when McGraw-Hill psychology editor Chris
Rogers first suggested that I abbreviate and restructure my 15-chapter, 600-page
Social Psychology into a series of crisply written 10-page modules, I said "Eureka!" At
last a publisher willing to break convention by packaging the material in a form ideally
suited to students' attention spans. By presenting concepts and findings in smaller
bites, we also hoped not to overload students' capacities to absorb new information.
And, by keeping Exploring Social Psychology slim, we sought to enable instructors to
supplement it with other reading"-Announcing a new Myers/DeWall text, created specifically for the Fall 2019 AP® course
framework! You are likely familiar with the name Dr. David G. Myers. Now, he and his
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new co-author, Nathan DeWall, bring you a book that will allow you to use College
Board's new Personal Progress Checks and Dashboard more effectively. This updated
edition includes 100% of the new course content in the new nine-unit structure. All
teacher and student resources will also be updated to correlate to the new student
edition; this includes the TE, TRFD, TB, Strive, and LaunchPad. Everything will publish
in summer 2020 such that you can use this new program for Fall 2020 classes. If you're
not familiar with Myers/DeWall texts, you are in for a treat! Drs. Myers and DeWall
share a passion for the teaching of psychological science through wit, humor, and the
telling of poignant personal stories (individually identified in the text by the use of each
author's initials [DM and ND]). Through close collaboration, these authors produce a
unified voice that will teach, illuminate, and inspire your AP® students.

This innovative and user-friendly workbook, now combined into a single volume
organized chronologically, guides students and instructors through the ideas and
methods of world history. It provides all the elements necessary to support a
world history course, including narrative, projects, primary sources, and a
detailed glossary of terms.
Already The Bestselling AP* Psychology Author, Myers Writes His First Exclusive
AP* Psych Text Watch Dave G. Myers introduce this new text here. Watch
instructor video reviews here. David G. Myers is best known for his top-selling
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college psychology texts, used successfully across North America in thousands
of AP* courses. As effective as Myers’ college texts have been for the AP*
course, we believe his new text will be even better, because Myers’ Psychology
for AP* has been written especially for the AP* course!
This new edition provides a state-of-the-art introduction to psychology that
merges the rigor of science with a broad human perspective. All the Myers’
hallmarks are here—the vivid presentation, intense attention to detail and currency
in the field, research-based study aids and media learning tools, and above all,
the inviting, authorial voice of David Myers that speaks to the life experiences of
all kinds of students.
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